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CRITICISMHITI KORE

JudgementCriticism
 Criticism may be regarded as having two different

functions that of interpretation and that of judgement.

- Hud Son.


Criticism as I understand, it is an endeavour to discriminate between experiences and to evaluate

them.

- Richerds.


Is the work good or bad that is the critics domain.

- Victor Hugo.


Criticism is a distintrested endeavour to learn and propagate the best that is known and thought in

the world.

- Mathew Arnold.
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Approach)
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(Legislative Criticism)
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  (Aesthatic or Impressionism)    (Psycho-analytical)

(Historical)(Naturalist movement)




    

       

     
(Textual) (Biographical) (Aeshatic or (Psycho- (Historical) (Naturalist

Impression) analytical) Movement)




Judicial, Criticismdeductive criticism
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Inductive criticism
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(Evaluation Criticism)

(applied criticism)
  (descriptive criticism)    
(Impressionstic Criticism)
Practical CriticismNew Criticism


moral approach
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Psychological approachPsyco-analytical study



(naturalism)
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Sociological approach






Jaine
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Archetypal approacharche type

basic cultural pattern

(collective

unconscious)(Trazer)
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Historical Criticism
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(Notes)
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(dialectical materialism)


(Socialist realism)
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        Poetry is Metrical

CompositionPoetry we call

Musical thoughtAll good poetry is the spontaneous overflow

of powerful feelings. It takes its origin from a motion recollected in tranquility
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Poetry is a fine art operating by means of thought conveyed in language
The best poetry is that which is informed by the soundest

Philosophy
Poetry is the blossom and the fragnance of all

human knowledge, human thought, human passions, human language etc
Poetry is, at bottom, a criticism of

lifePoetry is simply the

most delightful and perfect form of utterence that human word cam each  

Poetry of the highest kind mayescist without metra.
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Some general knolwedge of all the Art is soil in which particular knowledge in any one of

them should be planted if it is to flourish and bear fruit
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Archytypal CriticismTotamic
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comparative criticism
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Judicial criticismEvaluative criticism 
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Flexibility



(Sterio type system)
         




Textual Criticism(Formalistic

Criticism)(Ontalogical Criticism)
(Text) 
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(Neo Classical Criticism)New Classical Criticism

Neo Classicism

(Symbolism)



(Universality)
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Romantic Criticism Romantic
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William Henry Hudson An Introduction to the Study of Literature George G. Harrap & Co.

Ltd. London, 2nd Edn. 1958.
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Criticism may be regarded as having two different functions that of interpretation and that of

Judgement
- Hudson







6.3

Criticism as I understand it, is the endeavour to discriminate between experiences and to evaluate

them
- I.A. Richards



  
 



 







        
 

         


JudgementIn its

strict sense of the word criticism means judgement- W.H. HudsonWorsebold

Criticism is the excercise of judgement in the province of art and literature(Judgement

in Literature)
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(Judicial or deductive criticism)

(Inductive criticism)






(Poetics)
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(Judgement)



(Molton) 
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(The Moral approach literature and moral ideals)

(The Psychological approach literature in the light of psychological theam)

(The Sociological approach, literature and social ideals)
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(The Formalistic approach, literature as aesthetic structure)

(The Archetyspol approach, literature in the light of myth)



 





   





   
(Neo- Humanists)Literature is a criticism of

life




         
 




  
T.S.Literary Criticism should be completed by

criticism from a difinite ethical and theological stant print (Religion and literature - by T.S. Eliat)

(Paul Elmar More)
(Irving Babbit)
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T.S.


A Poetry of revolt against moral ideas, is a poetry revolt against life. A poetry of indifference

towards moral ideas is a poetry of indifference towards lifeT.S.










        Oedipus

complexInferiority complex
Collective unconciousThe principals

of literary criticism I.A. Richard
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(Taine)Literature with consequence of the moment

the race and the melieu
(Methods of Production)
Marxist criticism



Harry levinThe relations
between literature and society are reciprocal literature is not only the effect of social causes. It is also the

cause of social effects



Aesthetic criticism, ontological criticism, Textual criticism, New Criticism







   (Truth to experience)   
(Coherence)(Maturity) 
T.S.


(Coherence)
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(Internal Analysis)

(Form and Content)




  











Archetype(Original Modal) 
 (Basic Cultural Pattern)

(Gilbert Murray)
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unconscious)(Conscious)

   (Pre-conscious)    (Unconscious)   



 
(Layers)




Archetype
  The forms of archaic thought, provided by the collective unconscious, are

Archetypes- contemporary schools of psychology by Robert. S.Wood worth & Merry Sheehan.

(Conscious)

(Conscious) (Pre-Conscious) (Un-Conscious)

 

          
(Symbols)(Instincts)
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(Frazer)
  
The Golden bow(Pre historic

age)

Gilbert Murray)(Orest) 
  







 



Forces in Modern British LiteratureA message from

ourselves to ourselves, a secret language which enables us to treat inner as if outer event
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Fine ArtsArs

ArtsArts
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Murder as an Art




 








Good Heart RendellFine Arts are those which must please and

may serve and useful arts are those which must serve and may please
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Pure Music
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Lane Cooper, Poetry is the most vital

and the lasting achievement of manJames Cousins


A word in itself, above all world well -- chosen and transfigured by poetry, is the most energetic,

the most universal of all artistic symbols equipped with this talisman of its own creation, poetry reflects all

the images of the world of senses like sculpture and painting, reflects in all it's variations, which music

cannot reach, variations which come in rapid succession which painting cannot follow, while it remains as

sharply turned and full of grace as sculpture. Nor is that all. It expresses what is inaccessible to all other

arts. I mean thought, because thought has no colour
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